Land Cruiser V8

Land Cruiser V8’s striking looks
include a newly sculpted bold front
grille, powerful xenon headlights
with daytime running lights and
new rear light clusters.
Go anywhere, with innovative
4-wheel drive technology that
makes this lavish SUV king of
any road.

Travel everywhere in exceptional
luxury with supreme comfort levels
and versatile seating options.

Land Cruiser V8.
King of all roads since 1951.
2

60 years as an oﬀ-road legend
and the journey is still only
just beginning.
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Refreshed design
4

Before you even get behind the wheel, Land Cruiser V8 thrills.
A striking new front grille and bumper as well as newly sculpted rear
lights are the focus of an exciting fresh and even bolder look.

Other new stylish touches include sophisticated xenon headlamps with daytime running
lights, new front fog lamps, outer mirrors with integrated indicators and cameras, chrome side
mouldings and new 18" or 20" alloy wheels. All in all, luxury never looked better.
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Kinetic Dynamic Suspension
System (KDSS) On-road
Highly responsive suspension
with conventional anti-roll
bars provides unrivalled
on-road steering agility and
ride comfort.
Hydraulic lines are used
to connect the front and
rear stabilisers. KDSS
electronically controls a
set of valves connected to
accumulators to optimally
balance the eﬀect of the
front and rear stabilisers
and absorb surface
irregularities.

Front and rear suspension
Land Cruiser V8 is fitted
with a suspension system
that maximises oﬀ-road
capabilities while delivering
ride comfort and superior
handling on-road. Doublewishbone suspension is used
at the front, with 4-link coil
suspension at the rear.

On-road technology
6

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)
HAC helps to ensure a smooth
start on steep inclines by
applying the brakes for up to
2 seconds after the brake pedal
is released. This prevents the
vehicle from rolling back. It is
activated by pushing the brake
pedal harder after stopping
as long as the transmission
shift lever is in any forward
gear position.

Adaptive Variable
Suspension (AVS)
Continuously adapts shock
absorber damping in response
to the road conditions and
automatically selects the
most appropriate ride mode:
Comfort, Normal or Sport.

Land Cruiser V8 masters every road you take. Its highly sophisticated
Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS) intelligently optimises
the front and rear stabilisers on every road surface and around every
bend. The result?

Robust body on frame
High tensile sheet metal is
used to maintain a lightweight
design and ensure strength
and rigidity. Sound-absorbing
and noise-cancelling
materials contribute to
a peaceful drive.

Seamless, smooth and incomparably pleasurable driving. Add to that additional on-road
friendly technologies, like Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS) and Hill-start Assist Control
(HAC) and it’s easy to see that Land Cruiser V8 has been comprehensively engineered to
deliver an engaging ride.
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Multi-terrain Select (MTS)
Tackle any situation with a
choice of five terrain modes –
‘Rock’, ‘Rock & dirt’, ‘Mogul’,
‘Loose rock’ or ‘Mud & sand’.
The vehicle’s throttle, braking
and traction control systems
are automatically modified to
suit the oﬀ-road conditions,
providing maximum traction
and control.

Multi-terrain Monitor (MTM)
MTM allows you to see the
road around, helping you stay
on your intended course and
avoid potential danger. The
screen displays a choice of six
live images from four exterior
cameras. By simply pressing
the multi-function switch on
the steering wheel, you’ll have
an instant understanding of
your surroundings.

Oﬀ-road technology
8

Oﬀ-road Turn Assist
The Oﬀ-road Turn Assist
function enhances drivability
on tight corners. The turning
performance is enhanced in
accordance with the driver’s
steering wheel operation,
while maintaining a constant
low speed thus reducing the
number of 3-point turns.

Kinetic Dynamic Suspension
System (KDSS) Oﬀ-road
Drive oﬀ-road and the
wheels remain firmly on the
ground and provide greater
traction. The stabiliser is
disconnected. With the fluid
now allowed to flow freely
through the system, each
wheel can move with much
more independence on
uneven ground. The resulting
longer wheel travel provides
uncompromised traction
and stability on the
roughest terrain.

Mud, sand, rocks. Land Cruiser V8 is ready for any obstacle, with a
range of innovative technology that has nature conquered. Multiterrain Select means you can choose the best driving mode for your
environment, while Multi-terrain Monitor shows the surroundings
from four diﬀerent camera angles.

Tyre angle display
In uneven oﬀ-road
conditions it is often diﬃcult
to determine your exact
steering direction. The multiinformation display shows
the tyre angle guidelines to
give you confidence in these
situations. When Multi-Terrain
Select is in use, the tyre angle
guidelines let you know your
predicted path.

4-wheel Active Height
Control (AHC)
4-wheel AHC adjusts your
Land Cruiser V8’s ground
clearance. When lowered,
stability at speed and cabin
access is improved. Raising it,
meanwhile, boosts oﬀ-road
ground clearance.

Active Traction Control
(A-TRC)
Designed for on- and oﬀ-road,
A-TRC helps to keep you
moving in the most adverse
conditions. This intelligent
traction control applies brake
force to one wheel that may
be slipping, while distributing
power evenly between the
three that are not.

Crawl Control can handle braking and acceleration in particularly demanding conditions while
concentrating on steering; in addition the Oﬀ-road Turn Assist function has been added to
Crawl Control to enhance drivability on tight corners where 3-point turns are necessary.
It is no wonder Land Cruiser V8’s oﬀ-road capability has become so legendary.
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Centre of excellence
10

Land Cruiser V8 boasts an interior as spacious as it is sumptuous.
High-quality materials abound; beautiful finishes and attention
to detail are in evidence everywhere you look. All harmonised to
create a truly luxurious cabin.

There’s plenty of space too: up to seven people can fit more than comfortably into three rows
of seats. What’s more, there’s a generous amount of storage room: a centre armrest with
a cool box, double-layered glove compartment, bottle and cup holders, plus door pockets.
Surround yourself in lavishness and enjoy the quiet, refined ride.
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Capacity with flair
12

That’s because, whatever your plans, you’ll discover versatile seating
options that fit around you. The second row of seats oﬀers a flexible
40:20:40 combination. They also slide and tilt forward for easy access
to the third row behind.

The seats can also go fully flat in seconds at the touch of a button, allowing for maximum load
space. And if you are loading cargo, the good news is the boot can be opened or closed with a
button on the dashboard or remotely with an electronic key – perfect if your hands are dirty
and you don’t want to mark the boot handle.
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Engine

4.6 litre petrol
V8

4.5 litre diesel
V8

Power

318 DIN hp

272 DIN hp

Fuel consumption*

13.3 litres

to every 100 km

9.5 litres

to every 100 km

CO emissions*

308 g/km

250 g/km

Acceleration

8.6 secs

0–100 km/h

8.9 secs

0–100 km/h

Available on
All grades

All grades

* Combined cycle.

The engine room
Wherever you want to go, whatever you want to do, you can count
on Land Cruiser V8’s astonishing performance. A choice of powerful
V8 petrol or diesel engines deliver go-anywhere potential and an
impressive 650 Nm of torque between 1600 and 2800 rpm
on the 4.5 litre diesel engine.
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Multi-Terrain Anti-lock
Braking System (ABS)
When driving with MultiTerrain Select, Multi-Terrain
ABS automatically detects
terrain conditions and
ensures the best possible
braking performance.

Crawl Control
Crawl Control maintains
constant and stable lowspeed oﬀ-road progress. The
driver doesn’t have to worry
about controlling the throttle
and brake, and can instead
concentrate on steering.

Brake Assist (BA)
If you attempt an emergency
stop, BA will detect this and
instantly apply additional brake
pressure. This enables ABS to
work to its maximum potential.

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)
VSC automatically activates
each individual brake as
needed and controls engine
output to help maintain
stability and prevent skidding
when turning sharply or
cornering on slippery
road surfaces.

The most comprehensive safety
A host of clever, innovative safety features ensures you and your passengers are always well
protected. Whether it’s Multi-terrain ABS that adjusts to wheel slippage in oﬀ-road conditions,
additional brake pressure with BA or the skid-avoidance help of VSC, Land Cruiser V8 takes
care of you, first and foremost.
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Details and features
New headlamps
Powerful new xenon headlamps with daytime
running lights make Land Cruiser V8 more
stylish as well as safer.

Damping force selector
This switch allows you to influence the
suspension characteristic as individually
preferred, to ensure a smooth and comfortable
ride across a particular terrain.

Multi-information display
Sitting comfortably at driver eye-level, the
Multi-information display provides all relevant
vehicle information such as speed, steering
wheel angle or Multi-terrain Select display.

JBL 14 speakers
This premium sound system gives you
superior, immersive acoustics specially
calibrated for Land Cruiser V8’s
interior cabin.

Back guide monitor
Easily reverse anywhere, by seeing not just
the space behind you but helpful graphic
lines showing your projected rearward path
and obstacles less than 50 cm away.

Chrome finishes
Eye-catching and superb quality chrome
inserts make Land Cruiser V8’s interior
appearance even more stylish.

Grade availability
— Entry
— Luxury

Grade availability
— Entry
— Luxury

Grade availability
— Entry
— Luxury

Grade availability
— Entry (optional)
— Luxury

Grade availability
— Entry (optional)
— Luxury

Grade availability
— Entry
— Luxury
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Entry grade

Main exterior features
— 18" alloy wheels (5-spoke)
— Body-coloured rear bumper
— Chrome-plated front grille
— Mudguards
— Rear chrome garnish
— Body-coloured, electric and retractable door mirrors
— Body-coloured door handles
— Rear spoiler
— Rain sensor
— Front fog lamps
— Daytime running lights (LED type)
— High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights
— Headlamp cleaners
— Privacy glass
Main interior features
— Dark grey or shell fabric
— 4-spoke leather steering wheel and leather gear shift knob
— Cruise control
— Electrochromatic rear-view mirror
— Variable Flow Control (VFC) power steering
— Console box
— Rear armrest
— Illuminated entry system
— Dual zone automatic air conditioning
— Smart Entry & Start System
— Driver seat height-adjustable with power lumbar support
— Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS)
— Oﬀ-road Turn Assist
— Tyre angle display
— Crawl Control
— Multi-information display
— Radio and CD player with WMA and MP3 capabilities
— 9 speakers
20
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Luxury grade

Main exterior features (additional to Entry grade)
— 20" alloy wheels (10-spoke)
— Heated, electrochromatic door mirrors
— Dusk sensor
— Side cameras
— Rear parking sensors
Main interior features (additional to Entry grade)
— Black or shell leather
— Variable Gear-Ratio Steering system (VGRS)
— Four zone automatic air conditioning
— Alarm
— Driver and passenger heated and air conditioned seats
— Heated outer rear seats
— Driver and passenger seat power height adjustable
— Cool box
— Toyota Touch Pro
— JBL premium sound system
22
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Accessories
For city streets, country lanes and nature’s
wide open spaces. Wherever life takes you
and your Land Cruiser, genuine Toyota
accessories make the journey even more
of a personal experience.

1. Trunk liner with a non-slip surface and raised edges
to protect against mud and dirt.

3. Velour floor mats combine a luxurious soft-touch feel
with tough carpet protection.

5. Chrome side sills shaped to integrate with and
emphasise your car’s contours.

7. Detachable towing hitch with a 3500 kg capacity and
the convenience of a removable hook.

2. Dog guard in a floor-to-ceiling design that gives your
pet its own space for relaxing.

4. Door handle protection film for guarding the
paintwork against minor scratches.

6. Exhaust pipe finisher in durable chrome for a classic
sporty appearance.

8. Cross bars that lock onto your car’s roof rails and
create a base for carrying extra loads.

01

03

05

07

02

04

06

08

24

Contact your local Toyota retailer for details of the full
accessory range.
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Colours

040 Pure White

070 Pearl White*

1F7 Ultra Silver*

1G3 Ash Grey*

4R3 Gold Dust*

6V2 Dark Green Olive*

8S1 Frost Blue*

218 Attitude Black*

3Q3 Regency Red*

* Metallic paint.
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Wheels and trims

Shell fabric
Standard on Entry

28

Dark grey fabric
Standard on Entry

Shell leather
Standard on Luxury

Black leather
Standard on Luxury

18" alloy wheels (5-spoke)
Standard on Entry

20" alloy wheels (10-spoke)
Standard on Luxury

18" Indyana alloy wheels
Optional on all grades
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Specifications
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE

4.5 l V8 diesel
6 A/T

4.6 l V8 petrol
6 A/T

Fuel consumption (applicable legislation)

ENGINES

4.5 l V8 diesel
6 A/T

4.6 l V8 petrol
6 A/T

Number of cylinders

8 in V

8 in V
32 valve DOHC with Dual VVT-i

Combined driving (litres/100 km)

9.5

13.3

Valve mechanism

32 valve DOHC

Urban driving (litres/100 km)

11.2

18.0

Fuel system

Common rail type

Electronic fuel injection

Extra urban driving (litres/100 km)

8.5

10.6

Displacement (cc)

4461

4608

Recommended fuel grade

48 cetane diesel

95 unleaded petrol

Bore x stroke (mm x mm)

86.0 x 96.0

94.0 x 83.0

Fuel tank capacity (litres)

93

93

Compression ratio

16.8 : 1

10.2 : 1

Maximum power output (DIN hp)

272

318

Carbon dioxide, CO (applicable legislation)
Combined driving (g/km)

250

308

Maximum power output (kW/rpm)

200/3600

234/5600

Urban driving (g/km)

297

414

Maximum torque (Nm/rpm)

650/1600-2800

460/3400

Extra urban driving (g/km)

224

246

Exhaust emissions (EU directive EC 715/2007 as last modified by directive EC 566/2011J)
Euro class

Euro 5

Euro 5

Carbon monoxide, CO (mg/km)

302.4

455.7

Hydrocarbons, THC (mg/km)

–

36.4

Hydrocarbons, NMHC (mg/km)

–

31.5

Nitrogen Oxides, NOx (mg/km)

143.3

29.1

Hydrocarbons, HC & Nitrogen Oxides, NOx (mg/km)

168.6

–

Particulates, PM (mg/km)

0.61

–

71.7

71.2

Noise, drive-by (applicable legislation)
dB(A)

The fuel consumption, CO and noise values are measured in a controlled environment on a basic production vehicle, in accordance with the requirements of European law published by the European
Commission. For further information, or if you are interested in buying a basic production vehicle, please contact Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA. The fuel consumption and CO values of your vehicle may vary
from those measured. Driving behaviour as well as other factors (such as road conditions, traﬃc, vehicle condition, installed equipment, load, number of passengers, ...) play a role in determining a car’s
fuel consumption and CO emissions.

PERFORMANCE

4.5 l V8 diesel
6 A/T

4.6 l V8 petrol
6 A/T

Maximum speed (km/h)

210

205

0 –100 km/h (secs)

8.9

8.6

30

BRAKES
Front

Ventilated disc

Rear

Ventilated disc

SUSPENSION
Front

Double wishbone

Rear

4-link coil rigid suspension with lateral rod

TYRES AND WHEELS

Entry

Luxury

18" alloy wheels (5-spoke)

l

–

20" alloy wheels (10-spoke)

–

l

Underfloor spare wheel

l

l

A/T = Automatic transmission

l = Standard

¡ = Optional

– = Not available
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Fuel system

Common rail type

Electronic fuel injection

Extra urban driving (litres/100 km)

8.5

10.6

Displacement (cc)

4461

4608

Recommended fuel grade

48 cetane diesel

95 unleaded petrol

Bore x stroke (mm x mm)

86.0 x 96.0

94.0 x 83.0

Fuel tank capacity (litres)

93

93

Compression ratio

16.8 : 1

10.2 : 1

Maximum power output (DIN hp)

272

318

Carbon dioxide, CO (applicable legislation)
Combined driving (g/km)

250

308

Maximum power output (kW/rpm)

200/3600

234/5600

Urban driving (g/km)

297

414

Maximum torque (Nm/rpm)

650/1600-2800

460/3400

Extra urban driving (g/km)

224

246

Exhaust emissions (EU directive EC 715/2007 as last modified by directive EC 566/2011J)
Euro class

Euro 5

Euro 5

Carbon monoxide, CO (mg/km)

302.4

455.7

Hydrocarbons, THC (mg/km)

–

36.4

Hydrocarbons, NMHC (mg/km)

–

31.5

Nitrogen Oxides, NOx (mg/km)

143.3

29.1

Hydrocarbons, HC & Nitrogen Oxides, NOx (mg/km)

168.6

–

Particulates, PM (mg/km)

0.61

–

71.7

71.2

Noise, drive-by (applicable legislation)
dB(A)

The fuel consumption, CO and noise values are measured in a controlled environment on a basic production vehicle, in accordance with the requirements of European law published by the European
Commission. For further information, or if you are interested in buying a basic production vehicle, please contact Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA. The fuel consumption and CO values of your vehicle may vary
from those measured. Driving behaviour as well as other factors (such as road conditions, traﬃc, vehicle condition, installed equipment, load, number of passengers, ...) play a role in determining a car’s
fuel consumption and CO emissions.

PERFORMANCE

4.5 l V8 diesel
6 A/T

4.6 l V8 petrol
6 A/T

Maximum speed (km/h)

210

205

0 –100 km/h (secs)

8.9

8.6
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BRAKES
Front

Ventilated disc

Rear

Ventilated disc

SUSPENSION
Front

Double wishbone

Rear

4-link coil rigid suspension with lateral rod

TYRES AND WHEELS

Entry

Luxury

18" alloy wheels (5-spoke)

l

–

20" alloy wheels (10-spoke)

–

l

Underfloor spare wheel

l

l

A/T = Automatic transmission

l = Standard

¡ = Optional

– = Not available
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Specifications

1865 mm
1640 mm

2850 mm

1635 mm

1970 mm

4950 mm

1970 mm

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

4.6 l V8 petrol
6 A/T

Minimum running ground clearance (mm)

225

225

Approach angle (°)

30

30

Departure angle (°)

20

20

Climbing angle (°)

45

45

Ramp break over angle (°)

25 (KDSS) 24 (4WD AHC & AVS)

25 (KDSS) 24 (4WD AHC & AVS)

Wading depth (mm)

700

700

Limit angle of vehicle turn over (°)

44

44

4X4 TECHNOLOGY

Entry

Luxury

Kinetic Dynamic Suspension System (KDSS)

l

–

All-wheel Active Height Control (AHC)

–

l

Adaptive Variable Suspension (AVS)

–

l

Multi-Terrain Select (MTS)

l

l

Active Traction Control (A-TRC)

l

l

Oﬀ-road Turn Assist

l

l

Tyre angle display

l

l

Crawl Control

l

l

Damping force selector switch

l

l

A/T = Automatic transmission

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS

Exterior dimensions

l = Standard

¡ = Optional

– = Not available

Interior dimensions

Exterior length (mm)

4950

Interior length (mm)

2715

Exterior width (mm)

1970

Interior width (mm)

1640

Exterior height (mm)

1865

Interior height (mm)

1200

Front tread (mm)

1640

Weights

Rear tread (mm)

1635

Gross vehicle weight (kg)

Front overhang (mm)

930

Kerb weight (kg)

2510

Rear overhang (mm)

1170

Towing capacity with brakes (kg)

3500

Wheelbase (mm)

2850

Towing capacity without brakes (kg)

750

Turning circle – tyre (m)

5.9
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4.5 l V8 diesel
6 A/T

OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE

3350

44°

20°

25° (KDSS)
24° (4WD AHC
& AVS)

30°

700 mm

45°
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Specifications

1865 mm
1640 mm
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1635 mm

1970 mm

4950 mm
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6 A/T
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44

44

4X4 TECHNOLOGY

Entry

Luxury
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l

–
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–

l
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–

l
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l

l
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l

l
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l

l
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l

l
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l
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l
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OFF-ROAD PERFORMANCE

3350

44°

20°

25° (KDSS)
24° (4WD AHC
& AVS)

30°

700 mm

45°
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Equipment

COMFORT

Entry

Luxury

4-spoke leather steering wheel

l

–

l
l

EXTERIOR

Entry

Luxury

4-spoke leather and wood steering wheel

–

Body-coloured front and rear bumper

l

l

Heated steering wheel

–

Chrome-plated front grille

l

l

Manual tilt and telescopic steering wheel

l

–

Chrome side protection mouldings

l

l

Automatic tilt and telescopic steering wheel with memory

–

l

Mudguards

l

l

Leather gear shift knob

l

–

Chrome door frame

l

l

Leather and woodgrain gear shift knob

–

l

Rear chrome garnish

l

l

Power steering

l

l

Body-coloured, electric and retractable door mirrors

l

l

Cruise control

l

l

Heated, electrochromatic door mirrors

–

l

Chrome inside door handles

l

l

Body-coloured door handles

l

l

Electrochromatic rear-view mirror

l

l

Side steps (aluminium finish)

l

l

Variable Gear-Ratio Steering system (VGRS)

–

l

Intermittent rear wiper

l

l

Variable Flow Control (VFC) power steering

l

l§

Rear-view camera

¡

l

Power windows

l

l

Rear spoiler

l

l

Automatic headlamp levelling

l

l

Dusk sensor

–

l

Console box

l

l

Rain sensor

l

l

Rear armrest

l

l

Front fog lamps

l

l

Front floor mats

l

l

Daytime running lights (LED type)

l

l

Driver and passenger sun visors with mirror and lamp

l

l

High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights

l

l

Extended sun visor

l

l

Headlamp cleaners

l

l

Illuminated entry system

l

l

Side cameras

–

l

Door scuﬀ plate

l

l

Rear parking sensors

l

l

Door courtesy lamp

l

l

Electric moon roof

–

l

Dual zone automatic air conditioning

l*

l◊

Black roof rails

l

l

Four zone automatic air conditioning

l**

l§§

Privacy glass

l

l

Clean air and pollen filter

l

l

Smart power back door release

–

l*

Smart Entry & Start System

l

l

l

l

l*

l◊

Power door locking

l

l

12V and 220V power outlets

Remote door locking

l

l

Tonneau cover

Robust body on frame

l

l

– = Not available
¡ = Optional
* Not available on 4.5 l V8 diesel 7-seater.
l = Standard
§§
** Not available on 4.5 l V8 diesel 5-seater.
Not available on 5-seater.
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§

Not available on 4.6 l V8 petrol.

◊

Not available on 7-seater.
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Equipment

COMFORT

Entry

Luxury
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–

l
l

EXTERIOR

Entry

Luxury
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–
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l
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l
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l
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–

l
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l

l
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l

l
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l

l
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l

l
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–

l
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l

l
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l

l§
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¡

l

Power windows

l

l
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l

l
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l

l

Dusk sensor

–

l

Console box

l

l

Rain sensor

l

l

Rear armrest

l

l

Front fog lamps

l

l

Front floor mats

l

l

Daytime running lights (LED type)

l

l

Driver and passenger sun visors with mirror and lamp

l

l

High Intensity Discharge (HID) headlights

l

l

Extended sun visor

l

l

Headlamp cleaners

l

l

Illuminated entry system

l

l

Side cameras

–

l

Door scuﬀ plate

l

l

Rear parking sensors

l

l

Door courtesy lamp

l

l

Electric moon roof

–

l

Dual zone automatic air conditioning

l*

l◊

Black roof rails

l

l

Four zone automatic air conditioning

l**

l§§

Privacy glass

l

l

Clean air and pollen filter

l

l

Smart power back door release

–

l*

Smart Entry & Start System

l

l

l

l

l*

l◊

Power door locking

l

l

12V and 220V power outlets

Remote door locking

l

l

Tonneau cover

Robust body on frame

l

l

– = Not available
¡ = Optional
* Not available on 4.5 l V8 diesel 7-seater.
l = Standard
§§
** Not available on 4.5 l V8 diesel 5-seater.
Not available on 5-seater.
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§

Not available on 4.6 l V8 petrol.

◊

Not available on 7-seater.
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Equipment

INFO & AUDIO

Entry

Luxury

Bluetooth® hands-free system

l

l

COMFORT

Entry

Luxury

Back guide monitor

¡

l

Automatic windscreen de-icer

l

l

Multi-terrain Monitor (MTM)

–

l

Alarm

l

l

Optitron meter illumination system

l

l

Immobiliser

l

l

Multi-information display

l

l

Radio and CD player with WMA and MP3 capabilities

l

–

CD/DVD player

¡

l

JBL premium sound system

¡

l

SEATS

Entry

Luxury

Driver and passenger heated, air conditioned seats

–

l

9 speakers

l

–

Heated outer rear seats

–

l*

14 speakers

¡

l

Separate front seats

l

l

Aux-in and USB connector

l

l

Driver seat height-adjustable

l

–

Driver and passenger seat power height adjustable

–

l

Driver power lumbar support

l

l

SAFETY

Entry

Luxury

Memory on driver seat

–

l

Active Safety

Rear seats slide

l

l

Multi-Terrain Anti-lock Braking System (ABS)

l

l

Rear seats – 40:20:40 split

l

l

Electronic Brake force Distribution (EBD)

l

l

Rear seats 3rd row – 50:50 split and reclinable

l§

l*

Brake Assist (BA)

l

l

Vehicle Stability Control (VSC)

l

l

Hill-start Assist Control (HAC)

l

l

Pre-Crash Safety (PCS) system

–

l

STORAGE

Entry

Luxury

Cool box

–

l

Passive Safety

Overhead console

l

l

Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) airbags – 10 airbags

l

l

Seatback pockets

l

l

Front passenger airbag on/oﬀ-switch

l

l

ISOFIX seat fixing

l

l

Active headrests

l

l

INFO & AUDIO
Toyota Touch Pro

Entry
¡

Luxury
l

Audio, telephone and voice recognition switches on steering wheel

l

l

Variable Gear Ratio Steering (VGRS) switch on steering wheel

–

l

Glass integrated antenna

l

–

Antenna for Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)

¡

l

36

Pre-tensioners and force limiters
l = Standard

¡ = Optional

l
– = Not available

* Not available on 5-seater.

l
§

Not available on 4.5 l V8 diesel 5-seater.
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Equipment
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Luxury
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¡

l
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–
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¡

l
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l

l
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l
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l
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l
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INFO & AUDIO
Toyota Touch Pro

Entry
¡

Luxury
l

Audio, telephone and voice recognition switches on steering wheel

l

l

Variable Gear Ratio Steering (VGRS) switch on steering wheel

–

l

Glass integrated antenna

l

–

Antenna for Digital Audio Broadcast (DAB)

¡

l
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Pre-tensioners and force limiters
l = Standard

¡ = Optional

l
– = Not available

* Not available on 5-seater.

l
§

Not available on 4.5 l V8 diesel 5-seater.
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Full-time 4WD
This full-time 4WD system provides excellent traction
and control during acceleration and turning. All four
wheels are powered at all times for unbeatable ability
to go anywhere on- or oﬀ-road.

Dusk sensor
The dusk sensor monitors light levels and automatically
switches on the headlights when the light is low.

4.6 l V8 petrol
The 4.6 litre V8 petrol engine featuring Toyota’s VVT-i
technology oﬀers significant power, ideal for oﬀ-road
challenges and high-end performance on-road.

Smart Entry & Start System
Instead of a conventional key, the Smart Entry & Start
System features a transmitter that allows you to unlock
the doors by pulling the handle and lock them again by
pressing a button. To start or stop the engine, simply
press the Start/Stop button. All you need to do is carry
the Smart Entry key in your pocket or handbag.

Rear-view camera
Reverse more safely using the rear-view camera. The
clear colour image displayed on screen helps you spot
hidden hazards and park with ease.

Rain sensor
The automatic rain sensor instantly sets the appropriate
wiper speed and intervals.

4.5 l V8 diesel
The 4.5 litre V8 diesel engine is one of the most powerful
diesel engines in the Toyota range, delivering flexibility
and an unrivalled driving performance on- and oﬀ-road.
The impressive power is boosted by a sophisticated
twin variable-nozzle turbocharger.

Pre-tensioners and force limiters
Integral to the front 3-point ELR seat belts, pretensioners and force limiters are designed to help
avoid injuries to the chest area.

Supplemental Restraint System (SRS) airbags
This model is fitted with ten airbags, including knee
airbags for driver and front passenger. Other SRS airbags
include SRS airbags for both driver and passenger, side
airbags for the front and rear seats, and SRS curtain
shield airbags covering both the front and rear
seat passengers.

Automatic transmission
Toyota’s automatic transmissions oﬀer a smooth,
eﬀortless drive with minimal driver eﬀort. Gear changes
are quick and responsive, and additional manual modes
(availability depending on model) enable greater control
if required. Automatic transmissions are engineered for
the best balance of performance and economy.

Active headrests
In a rear impact, the passenger’s lower back is pressed
hard against the seat. A built-in unit triggers the Active
headrests to move diagonally upward and forwards to
provide extra head support. This alleviates neck impact
and helps reduce the risk of whiplash.

ISOFIX seat fixing
Seats incorporate special anchor points, including a top
tether that helps prevent the seat tipping forward. These
provide a safe and convenient way of correctly securing
ISOFIX child seats (available from your Toyota dealer).
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(availability depending on model) enable greater control
if required. Automatic transmissions are engineered for
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Active headrests
In a rear impact, the passenger’s lower back is pressed
hard against the seat. A built-in unit triggers the Active
headrests to move diagonally upward and forwards to
provide extra head support. This alleviates neck impact
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provide a safe and convenient way of correctly securing
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Owning a Land Cruiser V8 means you enjoy
the peace of mind aﬀorded by Toyota’s global
reputation for quality and integrity.

Designed
to minimise
maintenance

Full Health
& Safety
check

3

years

Vehicle
warranty

Low parts
& labour
charges

3

years*

Roadside
assistance

3

years§

Accessory
warranty

Intelligent engineering

Toyota quality service

Comprehensive warranty

Toyota genuine parts

Toyota Eurocare

Toyota accessories

The Land Cruiser V8 is designed and engineered to
minimise maintenance. There are fewer parts that
require servicing and those that do are more durable to
extend service intervals. Land Cruiser V8 technology
is made easily accessible so that labour time is
minimised. Competitively priced Toyota spares
ensure the lowest cost for maintaining your
Land Cruiser V8.

Your Toyota retailer is here to help and guide you in all
your service requirements.

3-year vehicle warranty – covers any defect caused by a
manufacturing or assembly fault. It is valid for 3 years of
normal use or 100,000 km, whichever comes first, with
no mileage limitation for the first year.

Land Cruiser V8 is designed to minimise the cost of
accident repair. Energy-absorbing elements are built
into the bumpers, expensive-to-replace parts are
located away from damage zones, and commonly
damaged body parts are bolted rather than welded.
As a result, the extent of damage is limited and
damaged parts are easy to remove, replace or
repair. Ultimately, this means very low parts
and labour charges.

In order to help you enjoy peace of mind driving,
we are pleased to provide 3 years’* Toyota Eurocare
roadside assistance coverage in no fewer than 40
European countries. If you experience a problem
with your Land Cruiser V8, Toyota Eurocare oﬀers
several possibilities to keep you on the road.

Toyota accessories are designed and manufactured
with the same care, quality and attention to detail as
Toyota vehicles. Tailor-made for your Toyota, they fit
perfectly and add a personal touch of style, comfort and
practicality. And because they’ve been tested under
the most severe conditions, you can have complete
confidence in their reliability and durability. To add to
the reassurance, every genuine Toyota accessory has
a 3-year warranty when purchased together with
the vehicle§.

Your Land Cruiser V8 will need a full Health and Safety
check, dependent on driving style and conditions, up
to once every two years or 30,000 km (whichever
comes sooner). An intermediate Health and Safety
check is necessary every year or 15,000 km
(whichever comes sooner).

If the car is immobilised due to a breakdown (as a result
of a defect covered under warranty), you will also be
covered for the cost of towing your vehicle to the
nearest authorised Toyota repairer.
3-year paint warranty – covers surface rust and paint
defects appearing on any of the painted body panels
as a result of a fault in materials for a period of 3 years,
regardless of mileage.

Added security
The Land Cruiser V8 security system withstands the
insurance industry’s rigorous 5-minute attack test and
provides excellent protection. Both the alarm system
and engine immobiliser are approved by Europe’s major
insurance companies.

12-year anti-perforation warranty – covers against
perforation of the bodywork (from inside to outside)
that develops due to corrosion caused by faults in
materials or workmanship, regardless of mileage.
* Belgium 5 years, Portugal and Denmark 1 year.
§
Check with your retailer for specific warranty details.
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Owning a Land Cruiser V8 means you enjoy
the peace of mind aﬀorded by Toyota’s global
reputation for quality and integrity.

Designed
to minimise
maintenance
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& Safety
check

3

years

Vehicle
warranty

Low parts
& labour
charges

3

years*

Roadside
assistance

3

years§

Accessory
warranty

Intelligent engineering

Toyota quality service

Comprehensive warranty

Toyota genuine parts

Toyota Eurocare

Toyota accessories
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minimise maintenance. There are fewer parts that
require servicing and those that do are more durable to
extend service intervals. Land Cruiser V8 technology
is made easily accessible so that labour time is
minimised. Competitively priced Toyota spares
ensure the lowest cost for maintaining your
Land Cruiser V8.

Your Toyota retailer is here to help and guide you in all
your service requirements.

3-year vehicle warranty – covers any defect caused by a
manufacturing or assembly fault. It is valid for 3 years of
normal use or 100,000 km, whichever comes first, with
no mileage limitation for the first year.

Land Cruiser V8 is designed to minimise the cost of
accident repair. Energy-absorbing elements are built
into the bumpers, expensive-to-replace parts are
located away from damage zones, and commonly
damaged body parts are bolted rather than welded.
As a result, the extent of damage is limited and
damaged parts are easy to remove, replace or
repair. Ultimately, this means very low parts
and labour charges.

In order to help you enjoy peace of mind driving,
we are pleased to provide 3 years’* Toyota Eurocare
roadside assistance coverage in no fewer than 40
European countries. If you experience a problem
with your Land Cruiser V8, Toyota Eurocare oﬀers
several possibilities to keep you on the road.

Toyota accessories are designed and manufactured
with the same care, quality and attention to detail as
Toyota vehicles. Tailor-made for your Toyota, they fit
perfectly and add a personal touch of style, comfort and
practicality. And because they’ve been tested under
the most severe conditions, you can have complete
confidence in their reliability and durability. To add to
the reassurance, every genuine Toyota accessory has
a 3-year warranty when purchased together with
the vehicle§.

Your Land Cruiser V8 will need a full Health and Safety
check, dependent on driving style and conditions, up
to once every two years or 30,000 km (whichever
comes sooner). An intermediate Health and Safety
check is necessary every year or 15,000 km
(whichever comes sooner).

If the car is immobilised due to a breakdown (as a result
of a defect covered under warranty), you will also be
covered for the cost of towing your vehicle to the
nearest authorised Toyota repairer.
3-year paint warranty – covers surface rust and paint
defects appearing on any of the painted body panels
as a result of a fault in materials for a period of 3 years,
regardless of mileage.

Added security
The Land Cruiser V8 security system withstands the
insurance industry’s rigorous 5-minute attack test and
provides excellent protection. Both the alarm system
and engine immobiliser are approved by Europe’s major
insurance companies.

12-year anti-perforation warranty – covers against
perforation of the bodywork (from inside to outside)
that develops due to corrosion caused by faults in
materials or workmanship, regardless of mileage.
* Belgium 5 years, Portugal and Denmark 1 year.
§
Check with your retailer for specific warranty details.
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Toyota takes great pride in constantly improving
environmental performance.

95%

Less CO used to
build a Land Cruiser
V8 since 2002

National sales centres
Logistics centres – vehicles
Logistics centres – accessories/spares
Production sites
Supporting companies
Training centres
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As a worldwide corporation we aim to
be wherever our customers need us, and
therefore we have a strong presence
in Europe. This shortens delivery
distances and results in substantial
time savings that are good for you
and the environment.

Designing your car

Making your car

Each design detail on our vehicles is
analysed to ensure the lowest possible
environmental impact throughout its
life cycle. This meticulous approach
has led to an array of innovative
features on our cars that contribute
to environmental eﬃciency.

At Toyota, every eﬀort is made to ensure
environmental eﬃciency throughout
the manufacturing process. Since 2002,
we have reduced the average energy
consumption per vehicle built at the
Toyota Tahara plant.

The environmental impact of the
Land Cruiser V8 diesel compared to
its previous model is demonstrated
through the complete life cycle analysis
with 13% CO (Carbon dioxide), 45%
NOx (Nitrogen Oxides), 12% NMHC
(Non-Methane Hydrocarbons), 10%
SOx (Sulphur Oxide) and 38% PM
(Particulate Matter) reduction.

of your
Land Cruiser V8
is recoverable

Getting vehicles and
parts to you
Toyota is always looking to employ the
most eﬃcient and environmentally
friendly logistical and delivery methods.

Selling and servicing your car
We have developed a sustainable
retailer programme to reduce energy,
water and waste emissions generated
across our network. This covers
everything from rainwater recycling,
introducing additional roof insulation
and using renewable energy at new
retailers, as well as carrying out
energy audits to identify eﬃciency
improvements at existing retailers.

The end of the road
for your vehicle?
Toyota always designs and manufactures
its vehicles with an eye on the three Rs:
reduce, reuse and recycle. For example,
95% of every Land Cruiser V8 is reusable
and recoverable, 100% of materials are
coded and four heavy metals have been
eliminated completely in accordance
with 2000/53/EC. In addition, our
environmental policy means that we
oﬀer Toyota drivers new and innovative
ways of returning their old car. For more
information visit: www.toyota.eu or
contact your local Toyota retailer.

20 –30%
less fuel and CO

Drive thoughtfully
Drive your car in the right way and you
could reduce your fuel bill and your CO
emissions by around 20–30%.
01. Remove any extra weight and
roof load.
02. Plan your route and avoid detours.
03. Avoid using your car for
short journeys.
04. Check your tyre pressure regularly.
05. Service your car according to the
owner’s manual.
06. Shift up gear earlier.
07. Only use air conditioning
when necessary.
08. Follow and anticipate traﬃc flow.
09. Keep your windows closed.
10. Switch oﬀ your engine if you have
to wait longer than 60 seconds.
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As a worldwide corporation we aim to
be wherever our customers need us, and
therefore we have a strong presence
in Europe. This shortens delivery
distances and results in substantial
time savings that are good for you
and the environment.

Designing your car

Making your car

Each design detail on our vehicles is
analysed to ensure the lowest possible
environmental impact throughout its
life cycle. This meticulous approach
has led to an array of innovative
features on our cars that contribute
to environmental eﬃciency.

At Toyota, every eﬀort is made to ensure
environmental eﬃciency throughout
the manufacturing process. Since 2002,
we have reduced the average energy
consumption per vehicle built at the
Toyota Tahara plant.

The environmental impact of the
Land Cruiser V8 diesel compared to
its previous model is demonstrated
through the complete life cycle analysis
with 13% CO (Carbon dioxide), 45%
NOx (Nitrogen Oxides), 12% NMHC
(Non-Methane Hydrocarbons), 10%
SOx (Sulphur Oxide) and 38% PM
(Particulate Matter) reduction.

of your
Land Cruiser V8
is recoverable

Getting vehicles and
parts to you
Toyota is always looking to employ the
most eﬃcient and environmentally
friendly logistical and delivery methods.

Selling and servicing your car
We have developed a sustainable
retailer programme to reduce energy,
water and waste emissions generated
across our network. This covers
everything from rainwater recycling,
introducing additional roof insulation
and using renewable energy at new
retailers, as well as carrying out
energy audits to identify eﬃciency
improvements at existing retailers.

The end of the road
for your vehicle?
Toyota always designs and manufactures
its vehicles with an eye on the three Rs:
reduce, reuse and recycle. For example,
95% of every Land Cruiser V8 is reusable
and recoverable, 100% of materials are
coded and four heavy metals have been
eliminated completely in accordance
with 2000/53/EC. In addition, our
environmental policy means that we
oﬀer Toyota drivers new and innovative
ways of returning their old car. For more
information visit: www.toyota.eu or
contact your local Toyota retailer.

20 –30%
less fuel and CO

Drive thoughtfully
Drive your car in the right way and you
could reduce your fuel bill and your CO
emissions by around 20–30%.
01. Remove any extra weight and
roof load.
02. Plan your route and avoid detours.
03. Avoid using your car for
short journeys.
04. Check your tyre pressure regularly.
05. Service your car according to the
owner’s manual.
06. Shift up gear earlier.
07. Only use air conditioning
when necessary.
08. Follow and anticipate traﬃc flow.
09. Keep your windows closed.
10. Switch oﬀ your engine if you have
to wait longer than 60 seconds.
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1951 – Toyota BJ

The Land Cruiser story:
a legend from day one.
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1967 – Toyota LC 55 Series

1998 – Toyota LC 100 Series

For more than six decades, Toyota’s oﬀ-road icon has established a
reputation for quality, durability and reliability. From African plains
and Antarctic blizzards to South American jungles, Land Cruisers
have played key roles across the globe.
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For Toyota, quality is a way of life.
Nothing is so good it cannot be made better.
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For Toyota, quality is a way of life.
Nothing is so good it cannot be made better.
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Point your smartphone or webcam at the graphic
and start a new experience of Land Cruiser V8.

To experience the new Land Cruiser V8 or for more
information, please contact your local retailer or visit
our website toyota-europe.com

To the best of our knowledge, all information in this brochure is correct at time of going to print. Details of specifications and equipment provided in this brochure are subject to local
conditions and requirements and may, therefore, vary from models available in your area. Please enquire with your local retailer for details on your local specifications and equipment.
• Vehicle body colours may diﬀer slightly from the printed photographs in this brochure. • The readability of QR Codes® present in this brochure may diﬀer according to the scanner used.
Toyota cannot be held responsible should your device not be able to read any QR Codes®. • Toyota Motor Europe reserves the right to alter any details of specifications and equipment
without prior notice. • © 2012 by Toyota Motor Europe NV/SA (‘TME’). • No part of this publication may in any way be reproduced without the prior written approval of Toyota Motor Europe.
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